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Adding value through innovation and enterprise 
The alchemy of Adult Social Care in the 21

st
 century 

 
 
Colleagues, it is my very great pleasure to welcome you all to the second half 
of our Spring Seminar at Warwick university in the city of Coventry.  We are 
celebrating a number of 'firsts' today.  For example, I think it's the first time a 
president has been given the after-lunch 'graveyard' slot in which to galvanise 
and inspire and set the scene for the coming year. 
 
And I don't recall another president having such an august and scholarly 
environment as a university lecture theatre to speak in.  So now I have to be 
both engaging and learned.  I don't promise to be either, but I do promise to 
celebrate and warmly recognise the third and most important of our ‘firsts’ 
today. 
 
That is the very special recognition that we meet together today, for the first 
time formally with our ADASS extended membership.  No more are we 
looking at the present and the recent past in leadership terms, with only 
serving and previous directors being admitted to the hallowed halls of the 
Spring Seminar.  We are taking the important step of sharing our 
deliberations with the leaders of tomorrow:  our Assistant Directors, upon 
whom we lean so much for support and in whom we invest so much for the 
future.  You are very welcome and it's great to have you here. 
 
You already contribute much to the Association through involvement and 
engagement with the many policy networks and regional initiatives.  You are 
the directors of tomorrow and will be shaping services and leading social care 
when some of us are long gone – or at least in need of services ourselves.  I 
speak personally of course!! 
 
So, to our new extended membership:  welcome to the world of ADASS.  In 
our hands lies an awesome responsibility to influence the quality of people’s 
lives.  Today, quality of life is on the whole rising during our years of youth 
and good health, but it must also continue to do so during people’s older age 
and for some, declining health.  That’s where the pressure lies for the 
directors of the future, because it is understood and known that we – and you 
– will have to achieve this in an arena of diminishing overall funding and 
where local authorities are going to look very different.   
 
It is the extent of that difference which we will have the opportunity to explore 
during the rest of our seminar, the opportunity to reflect and consider what we 
may need to be doing more of - and less of - as we leave and go back to our 
respective responsibilities.    
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Today is very much about looking to the future and in doing so we should be 
prepared to learn from the past – it can teach us so very much.  This is 
particularly relevant for me as I take up my new responsibility.  I want to pay 
tribute to the past presidents of the Association, in particular of course today, 
to Sarah.  She has worked tirelessly for the profession and for ADASS in this 
last year (and what a year to pick, Jubilee and Olympics notwithstanding!). 
 
She has steered the response to the Care and Support Bill, led on the Dilnot 
review, worked tirelessly to establish a framework for fair fees, championed 
the social care input to the Prime Minister’s Dementia Challenge, and signed 
off 45 press statements and 17 consultation documents!  Her razor sharp 
intellect and reasoning on matters of complexity are awesome and she 
always seems to have the right thing to say to position a debate ... and 
usually win the argument!  The breadth and range of activities she has 
undertaken this year:  speaking at events, round table debates, chairing 
meetings, developing projects, press and media coverage - not forgetting her 
taking the Association to new heights via twitter and blog - have my utmost 
admiration.  To achieve all that she has done, manage a wide portfolio of 
responsibilities in Hertfordshire and be a busy mum to four children puts her 
in my definition of wonder woman!   
 
Sarah, I salute you!  Thank you for being a tremendous ambassador for the 
social care profession – and enjoy spending more time at home and in the 
day job. 
 
The context of social care has been well articulated in many authoritative 
publications.  Demographic trends, rising expectations, fragile markets, 
quality and safety concerns, all come on top of the ever present national 
fiscal challenge.  It’s something that impacts on everyone in every sector but 
arguably more in local government than anywhere else.   
 
Our awareness of the famous ‘graph of doom’ chills the spines of our 
corporate directors of finance (and indeed ourselves) as we all struggle to 
balance the ever competing demands upon us - and come up with that 
elusive ‘graph of hope’. 
 
That is why I have entitled this speech ‘Adding value through enterprise and 
innovation- the alchemy of adult social care in the 21st century’.   
 
Alchemy was early chemistry, a subject close to my heart.  In its day it was 
often focused on the pursuit of turning poor base metals into precious ones.  
We have a challenge today to turn our smaller base budgets into richer, more 
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effective ones, greater in value than we started with – and of gold-standard 
quality.  Today is about thinking about the elements we need to do that. 
 
As we enter the lab, we need to retain all the trusted ingredients of the past:  
our passionately held values, principles and care standards, our deep 
commitment to equality and diversity, the support of our elected members 
and senior managers, a loyal workforce that is second to none and our own, 
personal, determination to offer the best services we can as we work with 
some of the most excluded people in society. 
 
And now we need to augment our traditional recipe with new elements that 
include innovation, partnership and integration.  We will harness a new kind 
of chemistry between individuals and organisations that will result in a richer, 
deeper brew to make resources go further and provide a better, more joined 
up service, with greater choice for our customers. 
 
As far as the trusted ingredients go, we know from the budget survey that we 
have prepared our budgets for this year and are preparing early for the years 
to come, driving efficiency wherever we can.   
 
We have been  poring over the data sets helpfully provided by TEASC and 
the IC to analyse and review how and where the money we spend is going, 
and more importantly, what are we achieving with it and what more we can 
do.  We weigh the balance of expenditure (and by inference benefit), between 
residential and community based support, between prevention and high-cost 
intervention, between continuing health care and social care, between 
reablement and long term support, between information, advice and 
assessment services, between quality assurance and intervention, between 
safeguarding and risk.  The list goes on. 
 
We are working in a system which is perfectly set up for the results we 
achieve.  Yes, there are differences between us all as shown vividly in the 
performance data we pore over.  But essentially, assuming we all achieve the 
very best results in everything, and depending on the outcome of the budget 
review and CSR, it is unlikely to sustain us through the next four years. We 
need to be focusing on those elements which will begin to change the 
system. 
 
Our current system continues to be founded on a model which seeks to 
address deficits in people.  It focuses on what can't  be done rather than what 
can be done.  Although the growth of personal budgets is a major success for 
the sector, if we are honest, a quick look within many of our arrangements 
shows care plans which still mirror substantially what was 'received' in the old 
system.  Green shoots of optimism concerning choice, control and self-
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determination have yet to achieve the industrialised scale of a reformed and 
transformed sector.  
 
With criticism coming from commentators about complexity, rigidity, lack of 
trust and little information, advice or advocacy, we have much to do to 
achieve our ambitions for citizens to determine for themselves what happens, 
and to have the breadth and depth of choice about how their needs are met. 
 
It would be easy to paint a Domesday scenario for our future.  I am acutely 
conscious of the different financial and organisational scenarios we face, 
some slightly more positive than others. Despite our circumstances, 
establishing different ways of achieving better results for communities in our 
current system is getting harder all the time.  When our eyes are fixed only on 
the base metal we have been used to, it's hard to raise them to the glittering 
horizon of new possibilities.  The temptation is to think there is no more 
capacity to squeeze the change management or productivity quotient.  If 
we’re not careful, the graph of doom has potential to become a reality. 
 
But peering through the vapours in our social care alchemist’s crucible, it’s 
possible to see a myriad of opportunities, some which can actually be 
grasped now. 
 
The vision I see is one where the balance of contribution from the various 
sectors in the system is changed.  I’m talking about the relationship between 
population outcomes and contributions from individuals, communities, the 
third sector, business and the public sector.  Although we all have many 
examples of fantastic community and volunteer effort, we need to increase 
the value and capital in communities further and faster as the share of 
finance reduces. 
 
Where local authorities may become smaller in size, they can be bigger in 
influence with the public and their partners, creating new conversations and 
empowering citizens with better information for self-management of 
conditions, control of personal budgets, encouraging peer support, mutuality,  
reciprocity and community contribution.  
 
This conversation could take many forms.  In Leeds we have committed 
ourselves to a future where people's lives will be better than they are now, 
despite the fiscal challenge.  One of our strategic strands is a commitment to 
being more enterprising in our approaches – and, no, colleagues, this isn't a 
‘star ship enterprise’ model, based on 'Beam me up Scotty ' principles.   
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This is an enterprise model that empowers people and communities.  And it’s 
happening across the sector, not just in Leeds.   
 
Between us all we are commissioning new models of care, alternative 
delivery vehicles such as 'John Lewis Partnership' model, cooperatives, 
social enterprises and more.  Across the country, pioneering groups of staff 
and managers are seeing – and taking – opportunities to buy-out their 
services and add value by harnessing the power of localism to individualised 
services.  There is much potential to accelerate this approach. 
 
In addition to larger scale organisational frameworks, we are also developing 
a new market of micro enterprises, building on the capacity of inspirational 
individuals who, with the support of Local Authority resources, can transform 
their own and others’ lives.  This is about finding new approaches which 
together try to put value into to the system at a faster rate than the money 
disappearing out of it! 
 
The clip you are about to see explains elements of the enterprise part of our 
strategy with an example of Craig He can explain far more articulately than I 
about some of our local commitment 
 
The help he refers to is a tiny grant under the banner of 'Ideas that Change 
Lives’.   Through it, we are growing the number of micro enterprises and 
spotting the social entrepreneurs.  Craig and others like him are an inspiration 
to us in Leeds and we also have the privilege of building on many inspiring 
stories, including the legacy of the Paralympic games, to see that focusing on 
abilities, not disabilities, can release the power of individuals. 
 
As well as a mix of community assets being combined in our Leeds alchemy 
lab, through our enterprise strand we are also recognising the importance of 
working with the business community.  We are creating vibrant new 
partnerships and developing the next level of corporate social responsibility 
by encouraging long-term relationships between private sector companies, 
social enterprises and the wider third sector.  We have been building on 
shared values between companies and third sector organisations and 
spreading the message that successful Corporate Social Responsibility is a 
long term investment for companies rather than a gift.  It benefits both parties. 
Our next clip will explain! 
 
The example you have seen is our most longstanding arrangement.  But hot 
on their heels come First Direct bank who have offered 30 staff as volunteers 
for a local time bank;  Asda, who are supporting the distribution planning of 
our new assistive technology hub;  Torque, a major logistics company that 
supports a local older people’s neighbourhood organisation to develop its 
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social enterprise arm, including establishing a shop and providing HR advice;  
the retail giant  M&S running reminiscence classes in care homes;  and the 
Harvey Nichols store, helping train staff in the Age UK Café in Leeds.   
 
Our vision, then, is for business to be more civic and councils to be more 
enterprising in the context of a new social contract with individuals and 
communities. 
 
Of course, there is no single solution which will add the necessary value, but 
perhaps another ingredient to use will relate to our endeavours to integrate 
our services with Health services.  
 
The plethora of information on the subject of integration is almost 
overwhelming.  With more than 175 definitions, where do we begin?  My own 
starting point is a growing belief that, as Victor Hugo memorably said, 'all the 
forces in the world are not so powerful as an idea whose time has come'.   
 
And integration seems to be that idea!   
 
The signs of a growing commitment from all quarters make a compelling case 
for change.  Not only is the rate of published material growing by the minute 
but refreshingly, the work of National Voices, put together with the forceful ‘I’ 
statements from TLAP,  place the interests of individuals and their carers at 
the heart of an integrated system.   
 
The Minister is holding fortnightly briefings on progress; all political parties 
are reviewing the options for joining up; NHS England, the LGA and other 
partners (including us!) are meeting to develop areas of common ground 
which can be championed at national and local levels.  Our joint survey with 
NHS will assist us to inform the next developmental steps. 
 
And there are some exciting possibilities in joining forces with Scotland, 
Wales and Northern and Southern Ireland to develop material which identifies 
the role, function and benefit of social care within an integrated health and 
social care system. If we needed proof that structural integration is not the 
simple answer to achieve coordinated, joined up care, we need look no 
further than our colleagues across the Irish Sea!  We are delighted to be 
joining with our colleagues to look at the shared perspectives and learning as 
we go forward to now develop a sustainable integrated future this time. 
 
The discussion is at last about integration defined as person-centred, 
coordinated care rather than structural integration.  It is helpful in England 
that there are now so many potential providers and commissioners of care 
that no single 'integration' between local government and the NHS could 
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easily be contrived!  So our challenge in the new architecture of reform is a 
significant one, but one made so much easier by focusing on individuals and 
their care, rather than organisations and their structure. 
 
 Developing a bottom up approach, engaging front line workers in redesigning 
services at individual and community level, empowering people with 
information about the management of their conditions and ensuring a clear 
pathway through the care labyrinth has to be a significant part of our added-
value alchemy.  Although this isn’t the whole answer, it has to challenge the 
enormous duplication of interventions at community levels across health and 
care. The strength of this approach is in engaging all sectors of the 
community and the workforce.  
 
Starting with the asset-based approach for individuals, encouraging healthy 
lifestyles with our ‘new best friends’ in Public Health, and engaging the wider 
voluntary sector for prevention and early intervention has to be the foundation 
on which we build health and social care partnerships across the system.  
This way, we will ensure transparent and easily understood joint approaches 
for access, service delivery, commissioning and infrastructure, developing 
new models of care built around individuals. 
 
Our integrated health and social care teams recently hosted a visit by our 
Care Services Minister Norman Lamb in Leeds.  Appreciating the 
complexities of achieving true integration, he asked what would make life 
easier – and what would make integration more effective.   
 
Slide 15 – image of computer 
 
Not surprisingly, staff said with one voice that better information sharing and 
compatible systems would improve the health and social care experience for 
the individual. They didn’t talk about culture or medical/social models – they 
talked about practicalities. 
 
On another occasion, when asked about culture differences, nursing staff 
said there isn't a difference:  we're all about supporting people to live more 
independent lives.  Nurses said the only difference they see is that social 
workers can wear jeans!   This tells me clearly that culture issues are rooted 
in our organisational frameworks and overlaid by professional custom, but not 
usually upheld by individual workers! 
 
Moving on and speaking personally, I suspect I am one of the oldest serving 
directors here today.  Not necessarily the longest serving but I’m probably 
longer in the tooth than most.  So my transformation from Luddite to 
champion of the digital revolution, realising the power and potential of 
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technology is perhaps the more remarkable!  However, increasingly I see this 
as one of the most significant element of potential added value for the future.  
And of course it takes many forms. 
 
Our workers are desperate to share the information they hold to make 
coordinated care a reality.  There are the practical benefits such as out-of-
hours care, contact details and good emergency support through knowing the 
levels of care provided before the crisis.  And there is just basic, person 
centred support to prevent people having to give their stories so many times.    
 
The national gauntlet has been thrown down for fully implementing 
integrated, accessible electronic care records.   We need to actively work to 
ensure that not just staff but individuals have real-time access to their own 
data on-line. 
 
We know in our work that it’s connectivity within health which is as big a 
problem as that between health and social care. The solutions are costly but 
if they can be addressed as close to the source as possible, and at a national 
level, it will be easier for all of us.  Governance and investment remain 
problematic issues but are increasingly being addressed. 
 
For example, in Leeds I know that the two biggest suppliers of community 
and primary care information systems are negotiating to achieve a 
governance agreement for sharing their information which may save every 
local area having to negotiate their own individual agreements.  Delivery of 
these sorts of initiatives will make enormous differences to our investment 
requirements. 
 
However, the real power of the digital revolution is about citizen connectivity, 
or 'user data'.  I am inspired by the potential in developments such as the e-
market place where transactions are direct between the person and supplier 
of service; and by the use of apps to inform and engage with a view to 
personal control and self-management.   
 
If we can have an e-market place, we can have e-training.  The other day I 
heard of an independent residential care provider who supplies its entire staff 
with iPhones, not just for communication, but also for training delivered via 
those same electronic devices.  Not all staff were familiar with new 
technology so they held tempting competitions to be entered via the phone to 
incentivise their staff - and all now use them happily and easily!  
 
There is relevance also for those who may never use such technology.  Take 
as an example my 94 year old mother in law in a care home in Sussex.  Her 
family are far flung in many parts of the world.  We recently discovered a 
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website which can create stories and pictures supplied by family members 
into a newspaper to be delivered at a frequency of our choosing.  We just 
supply the photo or message on-line and hey presto!  She receives a 
newspaper with up to the minute news from Australia, South Africa and the 
north of England!  The potential to improve the quality of life by these means 
appears only to be limited by the boundaries of our imagination.   
 
In our role as information leaders, we should seek to champion, promote and 
share opportunities, finding and encouraging the entrepreneurs in our 
organisations and beyond who will create the next level of digital 
empowerment for the citizens for whom we have responsibility.  Alongside 
this will be our need to engage closely with the national NHS information 
bodies and developers, articulately championing the case of social care and 
local authority connectivity in this fast moving world.  Information is a key part 
of the delivery of a joined up system, and a vital part of the forthcoming care 
and support legislation.  We will be pressing for appropriate investment to 
make this a reality. 
 
Citizen connectivity means a two-way process for communication.  We have 
heard much about the trip advisor model which is gaining support along with 
other types of feedback such as apps and the like.   Whilst recognising the 
dangers, the benefits when put in the context of Mid Staffs are irrefutable.  
How much could have been avoided if citizen power could have been helped 
by new technology to assert its influence?  We need to catch up with what is 
happening elsewhere.  I heard last week of Birmingham Children's Hospital 
which has implemented an application for real-time feedback on care 
experience.  Although new, it is already impacting on improvements in 
quality.  It will need to become a reality in social care soon, because the 
development of more transparent and open systems for public comment is at 
the heart of the quality agenda.  
 
The shocking revelations of Winterbourne View and Mid Staffs promoted 
national outrage, the impact of which I hope, as leaders of care services, will 
never leave us.  The appalling degradation which people experienced was 
barely believable – and yet all too believable.  Hardly a week goes by without 
further reports of failing home care or residential services.  Whilst the balance 
of comment between this and the many thousands of workers and services 
providing excellent quality is not  perhaps always fair,  we know there is much 
still to do before excellence is the norm throughout our sector.  
 
More grasping of nettles is needed in relation to the effectiveness of our 
commissioning, the openness of reporting our quality assurance processes, 
the clarity of our procurement and safeguarding practice and, perhaps most 
stinging of all, the vexed issue of fees in relation to quality.  There is arguably 
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more variation in our practices in these things than might be expected despite 
our local conditions.  During this year we will seek to understand and 
articulate the issues emerging from the IPC programme and develop ways 
forward with a strong ambition for strengthening relationships with the market.  
 
In the pursuit of quality, whilst never complacent, we have much to celebrate 
this year in relation to the commitment and application of sector led 
improvement, or SLI, within councils and regions.  The publication of local 
accounts has been a significant step in transparency and many areas have 
engaged local citizens to coproduce their documents gaining valuable insight 
and perspective. 
 
We are already adding enormous value to each other in the development of 
sector led improvement.  We have spent time developing the process and 
framework of our SLI offer with every region now actively engaged. 
Programmes of support are being developed including regional improvement 
workshops, a self-improvement tool, peer support and challenge initiatives, 
Peer reviews, training events, master classes, buddying arrangements, 
benchmarking and so on.  The list of activity is impressive. Some regions 
have commendably faced the issues of potential underperformance by 
developing tools such as a self-assessment checklist for risk, escalation 
protocols and early work on performance scorecards. 
 
But in the context of an overnight withdrawal of financial support for SLI from 
the Department for Education, we cannot be complacent that this activity will 
for ever keep the long arm of regulation and inspection away from our doors.  
Our accountability, yes, is to our local citizens and the authorities which 
employ us but regulatory frameworks can change overnight.  Our next stage 
of development of SLI will need to answer the 'so what?' question.  What 
have we achieved and how can we demonstrate the improvements we have 
made across the sector as a result of SLI?  How can we best support those 
for whom the achievement of aspiration is not going at the pace planned for? 
 
It is likely that personalisation and personal budgets will have some focus this 
year and we need to expect it.  We want to use our shared intelligence to see 
how we can move personalising care and support further and faster.  We 
need to learn from and share the things which have gone well and identify the 
barriers and blocks which impede progress, for whatever reason.  
 
As we work towards a new legislative framework, much work will be required 
to deliver a system which continues to drive forward health, wellbeing, 
independence and rights, one which we support and welcome but one for 
which we need to prepare carefully.  But of course finance is the critical factor 
which will make or break our results. 
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As the representative body of leadership in the sector, ADASS is contributing 
to the SR and Bill preparation and will seek to identify the extra financial 
requirements. The recent budget survey will provide excellent information to 
assist in this and I want to thank you all for a fantastic 95% response rate, 
perhaps a demonstration of the considerable solidarity we have on this issue.   
 
Ultimately, we will enable a more robust sector contribution to the 
comprehensive spending review debate by assuring ourselves of our current 
effectiveness and with our determination to be the very best in class within 
our sector, reducing variations across the country and demonstrating that we 
are using existing resources effectively.   
 
Our future change management task is immense and I understand that at the 
last count the Department of Health has identified at least 30 major change 
areas for detailed consideration - and yet more to be included in potential 
statutory guidance should the Bill be passed into law.   We welcome working 
closely with the Department and stakeholders to ensure a smooth transition 
over the next 18 months. 
 
We certainly have to be realistic in our assessment of the challenges of the 
year ahead but as leaders we also have to be ambitious and optimistic about 
the steps we can take individually and together to achieve our goals. 
 
Apple’s Steve Jobs said: "be a yardstick of quality - some people aren’t used 
to an environment where excellence is expected."  We need to role-model 
that yardstick of excellence in social care.  Yes, excellence is achievable 
within an environment more challenging than most of us have ever 
experienced.   Excellence says we will have better services at the end of this 
process of budget reductions, because we will consolidate and accelerate the 
progress towards the excellence we have achieved thus far – and because 
we are putting in place the enterprise and innovation which will set up a 
different set of solutions and relationships. 
 
Therein lies our leadership challenge:  championing, empowering, creating 
and releasing the potential in our citizens, communities, staff, partnerships 
and organisations! 
 
My commitment this coming year will be to support and lead our profession 
from within; and to champion and represent us using the national platform 
you have conferred upon me.  I will not be alone in this and am confident in 
the support of the fantastic President’s team around me and also the 
Executive and membership.  I will rely on you all for sound advice and wise 
counsel.  I will use all the resources at our disposal - and we must not forget 
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our loyal sponsors who enable us to meet at seminars such as this to 
progress our business.  A special thank you goes to Tunstall for their further 
three year commitment and to BUPA for continuing to support us for a further 
year. 
 
Last year David Behan left us with the challenge to 'be the best that we can 
be.’  This year, in our drive for innovation and enterprise we need a new strap 
line.  Reflecting on my earlier comment on the starship ‘Enterprise’.  I am 
reminded of that other famous quote:  'To boldly go where no one has gone 
before.’  Let us not put a limit on our ambition and ingenuity to achieve the 
excellence we all aspire to.  Nor shall we limit the power of the common 
endeavour, which we seek to generate within our communities.   
 
Our ancestors the alchemists had high ambitions for making the ordinary 
extraordinary, for creating gold.  On the way, they did better than that, for 
their discoveries were legion, laying the foundation for modern science, which 
put men on the moon, eradicated smallpox and developed transplant surgery, 
to mention but a few things that have so advanced the human state. 
 
In aiming for gold in social care, like the alchemist, we will also in time 
achieve so much more, and in so many ways.  In aiming for an integrated 
health and social care system, we will give people better lives than they have 
now, with better care and support.  We will be inventive and innovative, build 
new partnerships, use new technologies, drive up quality, drive down costs, 
and above all, strengthen individuals and communities.  In my presidential 
year, it will be my privilege to work with all of you to reach for these sparkling 
goals. 
 


